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ABSTRACT 

This manual details the preparation of data for and the 
interpretation of output from the least squares computer program 
LSTSQR-I. The material presented here will be somewhat difficult 
for the non-computer oriented professional to interpret on the 
first reading. However, the professional researcher should find 
after an initial reading, some consultation with the data proc- 
essing staff, and a little practice that he can easily design, 
prepare, and interpret his own data analyses. 

LSTSQR-I performs least squares curve fitting of data pairs 
under a wide variety of I/0 and processing options. LSTSQR-I 
accepts any number of consecutive data sets and any number of 
data points per data set. Data may come from any of six input 
files and may be read under any format specifying one data pair 
per record. The independent and dependent variab!•s of the 
regression may be assigned and generated interchangeably and 
independently using a set of nine transformation functions each 
available in nineteen powers ranging from -9 to +9. Also the 
independent and dependent variable titles and the regression title 
may be supplied by the user. All regressions are polynomials in 
the independent variable of degree i through 9 with or without a 

constant term. Finally, the extent of output is under user control. 
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by 
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INTRODUCTION 

This report details the mechanics and philosophy ofusing 
LSTSQR-I, a computer program designed by W. A. Carpenter to perform 
a wide variety of regression analyses under a very. flexible set of 
user controls. LSTSQR-I and this manual provide the professional 
researcher with a valuable analytical tool. 

The first section of this report details the command structure 
and input requirements of LSTSQR-I. The second section explains 
the formulation, meaning, and use of the regression statistics 
supplied by LSTSQR-I. Section three contains an example problem 
and program listing. 

INPUT STRUCTURE 

A LSTSQR-I job fo• the CDC6400 computer (LSTSQR-I is IBM 
compatible with appropriate JCL) consists of 

i. Red Header Card, 

2. REQUEST (TAPE7,*A*), 

3. REQUEST (TAPES,*A*), 

4. ATTACH Cards for any files TAPE9 through 
TAPEI3 which are to be used for auxillary 
data input, 

5. FTN(L:0)., 

6. LG0., 

7. Orange CR Data Card, 

8. LSTSQR-I Source Deck, 



9. Orange CR Data Card, 

i0. LSTSQR-I Data Deck, 

iio Blue END Card 

A LSTSQR-I Data Deck consists of a sequence of data sets. 
Each such data set consists of command cards, specifying those 
options to be used, and the data (or the location of the data) 
to be analyzed. 

Command Cards 

Each data set consists of one or more command cards followed 
(optionally) by the data to be analyzed. The last. command cardin 
each data set must be either NEW or OLD. All other command cards 
are semi-optional. LSTSQR-i is initialized (at compilation time) 
with a set of values for all command options. This set of options 
.is then upgraded from data set to data set by means of 
cards. Thus, for instance, if the LST command card is omitted from 
a data set, the list option remains unchanged from its previous 
value. (The user should note that omission of a com•Land card does 
not generate a default to the initial value of that command but only 
to the pm.evious value.) The valid commands and their parameters 
are given below. 

Degree Command Card 

The DEG card, format (A3,1X,II), specifies the degree of the 
regression equation to be employed. The DEG card is structured 
as follows: 

Columns i 3, (A3): The alpha-string "DEG." 

Column 5, (ii) D, the degree to be used. 

D must be i ! D ! 9, 
otherwise the previous value of 
D will be used. 

Independent Variable Command Card 

The IND card, format (A3,2(!X,Ii),IX,!2), specifies which 
variable in each input record (the first or second) is to be the 
independent variable• iV= how that variable is to be transformed, 
and what exponen• is to be used in the transformation. 



The transformation structure is 

Transform Number• IN Transformation 

IV = 
VARIABLE(IK)**IP 

IV = Log 
e 

(VARIABLE(IK)e*IP) 

IV = LOgl0 (VARIABLE(IK)**IP) 

IV = Exp (VAR!ABLE(IK)**IP) 

IV = 
Exp(-(VARIABLE(IK)**IP) 

IV = Sin (VARIABLE(IK)**IP) 

IV = Cos (VARIABLE(IK)**IP) 

IV = Sinh (VARIABLE(IK)**IP) 

IV = Cosh (VARIABLE(IK)**IP) 

The IND card is structured as follows" 

Columns i 3, (A3) The alpha-string "IND." 

Column 5, (ii) -: IK, the variable number, iK must 
be i & IK & 2, otherwise, the 
previous value of IK will be used. 

Column 7, (Ii) IN, the transformation number. 
IN must be i • IN • 9, otherwise, 
the previous value of IN will be 
used. 

Columns 9 I0, (12)" IP, the transformation power. 
IP must be -9 • !P & 9, otherwise, 
the previous value of !P will be 
used. 

D__ependent Variable Command Card 

The DEP card, format (A3,2(IX,II),IX,12) specifies which vari- 
able in •ach input record (the first or second)is to be the 
dependenZ variab!e• DV, how that variable, is to be transformed, 
and •hat exponent is to be used in the transformation. The 



transformation structure is 

Transform Number, DN Transformation 

DV = VARIABLE(DK)**DP 

DV = Log 
e 

(VARIABLE(DK)**DP) 

DV = LOgl0 (VAR!ABLE(DK)**DP) 

DV = Exp (VARIABLE(DK)**DP) 

DV = Exp (-(VARiABLE(DK)**DP)) 

DV = Sin (VARIABLE(DK)**DP) 

DV = Cos (VARIABLE(DK)**DP) 

DV = Sinh (VARIABLE(DK)**DP) 

DV = Cosh (VAR!ABLE(DK)**DP) 

The DEP card is structured as follows 

Columns i 3, (A3) The alpha string "DEP." 

Column 5, (If) DK, the variable number DK must 
be i • DK • 2, otherwise the 
previous value of DK will be used. 

Column 7, (ll) DN,the transformation number. 
DN must be I & DN • 9, otherwise 
the previous value of DN will be 
used. 

Columns 9 i0, (12) DP, the transformation power. 
DP must be -9 • DP & 9, otherwise 
the •previous value of DP will be 
used. 

Title Co•nand Card 

The TLE card, format (A3, T41,!0•4), specifies the title 
(heading) to be placed on. the output. The TLE ca•rd is structured 
as follows 

Columns 1 3, (A3) The alpha string "TLE." 



Columns 41-80• (10A4) A forty-character alpha string. 
Heading information should be 
centered in these forty columns. 

Variable -I Title Command Card 

The ONE card, format (A3,T41,10A4), specifies the title 
(description) of the first variable on each data card. This 
information is output as part of LSTSQR-I heading. The ONE card 
is structured as follows 

Columns i- 3, (A3) The alpha string "ONE." 

Columns 41 80, (10A4) A forty-character alpha string. 
Heading information should be 
centered in these forty columns. 

Variable -2 Title Co•mand Card 

The TWO card, format (A3, T41,10A4), specifies the title 
(description) of the second variable on each data card. This 
information is output as part of LSTSQR-I heading. The TWO card 
is structured as follows 

Columns i 3, (A3) The alpha string "TWO." 

Columns 41 80, (10A4) A forty-character alpha string. 
Heading information should be 
centered in these forty columns. 

Format Command Card 

The FMT card, format (A3, T41,10A4), specifies the format under 
which the data (one data pair per record) are to be read. The FMT 
card is structured as follows 

Collmmns !- 3, (A3) The alpha string "FMT." 

Columns 41 80, (10A4) The data format. The format 
must be enclosed in parenthese.s 
and the word "format" must not 

appear. Only F• X, and T formats 
are all.owed. 



•'• 0 • 

Zero Command Card • 

The ZR0 card, format (A3,TI2,LI)•, specifies whether or not 
the regression equation should be forced through the origin, i.e., 
through zero. The ZRO card is structured as follows 

Columns i 3, (A3) The alpha string "ZR0." 

Column 12, (LI) "T"• (force through zero) or 
"F" (do not force through zero). 

List Command Card 

The LST card, format (A3•TI2,LI)• specifies whether or not a 
table of actual vs. estimated dependent variables should be 
printed as part of the output. The LST card is structured as 
follows 

Columns ! 3, (A3) The alpha string "LST." 

ColtuT•n 12, (LI) "T" (print the table) or 
"F" (do not print the table). 

New .Data Conunand Card 

The NEW card• format (A3,1X•II), specifies that data is to be 
read in for this analysis and also which file the data is on. The 
NEW card is structured as follows 

Columns i 3, (A3) The alpha string "NEW." 

Column 5, (Ii) F, the file on which the data 
resides. Note, there is a special default.-, associated with 
F. If column 5 is left blank, 
F reverts to file 5, the card 
reader file. LSTSQR-I has 
reserved files e through 13 as 
auxillary input files for the 
use•. The user•, should consult a 

LSTSQR-I source listing before 
us•Dg any input file other than 
the-..card file. 



Old Data Command Card 

The OLD card, format(A3), specifies that the data from the 
previous data set is to be used in this analysis. The OLD card 
is structured as follows 

Columns I 3, (A3) The alpha string "OLD." 

Initial Values of Command Card Parameters 

The reader should recall that when defaults occur they 
reference the previous value of the defaulted variable, which is 
not necessarily the initial value. The initial parameter values 
are as follows. 

DEG Card 

D = i 

IND Card 

IK = I 
IN = i 
IP = i 

DEP Card 

DK = 2 
DN = i 
DP = i 

TLE Card 

TITLE = 
(ten blanks) "Title omitted by user" (nine blanks) 

ONE Card 

VARN]LM(1) 
= 

(fifteen blanks) "Variable I" (fifteen blanks) 

TWO Card 

VARNAM(2) 
= 

(fifteen blanks) "Variable 2" (fifteen blanks) 

FMT Card 

FORMAT ="(2E13.0)" (thirty-two blanks) 



ZR0 Card 

ZERO = FALSE 

LST Card 

LIST : TRUE 

Invalid CoMmand Cards 

If LSTSQR-I finds a command cardwhich does not have a valid 
three-character string in columns 1-3, it will output an error 

message and skip to the next accessible data set on file 5. 

Data Cards 

The data cards (or data records if data are on tape or disk) 
contain the data pairs to be analyzed as described by the command 
cards. If data are on cards, the data cards for the data set in 
question must immediately follow the NEW co•mand card for the 
data set in question and must be terminated by an END card. (An 
END card is simply a card with the alpha string "END" in columns 
i 3.) The command cards for the next data set will then imme- 
diately follow the END card. If the data for any data set is that 
from the previous data set, then an OLD command card must be used, 
and no data cards may appear in the data set. The command cards 
for the next data set will then immediately follow the OLD card. 
If the data for any data set is on. a file other than the card 
file, file 5, then a NEW command card (with a file specified) 
must be used, and no data cards may appear in the data set. The 
command cards for the next data set will then immediately follow 
the NEW card. 



LSTSQR-I STATISTICAL OUTPUT 

This section explains the formulation• meaning and usage of 
the statistics output by LSTSQR•I. 

Definitions 

Independent Variable, IV 

As explained in the previous section, the independent vari- 
able is VARIABLE (IK) raised to the !P power and then transformed 
according to transform IN. LSTSQR-I outputs (in the upper left- 
hand corner of page one of each data set) the description of 
VARIABLE (IK) and the equation relating IV and VARIABLE (IK). 

Dependent Variable, DV 

As explained in the previous section, the dependent variable 
is VARIABLE (DK) raised to the DP power and then transformed 
according to transform DN. LSTSQR-I outputs (in the upper right- 
hand corner of page one of each data set) the description of 
VARIABLE (DK) and the equation relating DV and VARIABLE (DK). 

Number of Data Points, N 

LSTSQR-I outputs (at the top center of page one of each data 
set) the number of data points used to perform the analysis. 

Regression Equation and Degree, D & J 

LSTSQR-I lists (at the top center of page one of each data set) 
the polynomial regression equation used in the analysis. This 
equation is shown simply as 

DV = 

D 
F. A. x (IV) i 

i=0 m 

where D is the degree of the regression equation. The regressio• 
coefficients Ao, AI...A D are listed following an optional regression 
table. J = D when A 

o = 0 (by using ZR0, TRUE commLand) and J = 
D+I 

when A 
o 

is not forced to be zero. 



Regression Estimate of Dependent Variable; DVE 

The regression estimate of the dependent variable,• DVE, 
corresponding to independent variable, IV, is found by substi- 
tuting IV in the regression equation. 

Regression Error, (DV-DVE) 

The regression error (or estimation error) corresponding to 
.the independent variable, IV, is foun• by evaluating (DV-DVE) 
corresponding to IV. 

Av.e.rage Sq•uared Regression Er•ror, AVG •[ (DV-DVE) 

The average squared regression error is defined 
as 

N 2 
AVG [(DV-DVE) 

=- Z (DV-DVE).. 
N i=l m 

Variance of Error of Estimate• VAR(DV-DVE)* 

The variance of the error of estimate is defined as 

VAR(DV-DVE) = N-J 

N 2 

• (DV=DVE).. 
i•l 1 

Standard Error of Estimate, STD(DV-DVE)* 

The standard error of estimate (t•e standard deviation of the 
regression error) is defined as 

STD (DV-DVE) 
= 

/VAR '(DV-DVEY 

Variance of Independent Variable, VAR (IV) 

The variance of the independent variable is defined as 

I 
r (IV)i) VAR(IV) Z (IV) ( 

• 

*Notice that these definitions are precipitated by the fact that 
AVG(DV-DVE) • 0 by virtue of the least squares regression process. 

i0 



Standard Deviation of Independent Variable, STD(IV) 

as 

The standard deviation of the independent variable is defined 

STD(IV) 
= 

WVAR(IV'). 

Variance of Dependent Variable VAR(DV) 

The variance of the dependent variable is defined as 

(DV) i- (•- •. (DV).) VAR(DV) 
N-! Ni 1 i:l •" 

Standard Deviation of Dependent Variable, STD(DV) 

as 

The standard deviation of the dependent variable is defined 

STD(DV) 
: 

#VAR(DV). 

Index of Determination, R 

The index (coefficient) of determination is defined as 

R 2 
: i 

VAR(DV-DVE) × (N-j) 
VAR(DV) × (N-I) 

Index of Correlation, R* 

The index (coefficient) of correlation is defined as R = 

• 

*R and R 2 are not calculated for the case in which the regression 
equation is forced through the origin. 

!i 



Kesression Covariance Matrix; M (i•j).!$ i•j : 0•D 

The regression covariance matrix is the inverse of the 
least-squames regression matrix. This matrix has the following 
properties. 

VAR(DV-DVE) x M (i,i) = 
Variance of the i th regression 
coefficient 

•th 
STD (DV-DVE) x WM(i,iY 

= Standard deviation of the 1 
regression coefficient 

VAR(DV-DVE) x M(i,j) Covariance between the i th and jth regression coefficients. 

FI and F2 Relationships 

F (functional) relationships are characterized by having an 
underlying functional relationship between IV and DV. (eq. Hooke's 
Law, Velocity-Distance Relationships). When a functional relation- 
ship exists between IV and DV, R (and R 2) does not measure the 
correlation between IV and DV (implicitly IV and DV are completely 
correlated) but rather serves as a measure of how well the data 
group about the existing functional relation. Thus a small value 
of R does not imply that the functional relationship is incorrect, 
but rather that the data are excessively variable (poor technique 
or high experimental error). 

SI and $2 Relationships 

$ (statistical) relationships are characterized by a lack of 

an exact mathematical relationship between IV and DV (eq. Age vs. 

Income, Height vs. Weight). SI relationships are those in which 
random samples are drawn from a population and two characteristics 
(X and Y or IV and DV) are measured. In SI relationships either 
variable may be the dependent variable, and thus two regression 
equations are possible. For SI relationships, R does indicate 
the extent of correlation between DV and f (IV) over the population 
where f(.) is the regression function. R is, of course, also a 

measure of how well the data group about f(-). $2 relationships 
differ from SI relationships in that samples are not draw1• randomly 
from a population but rather one of the variables is sampled only 
over a narrow range or at selected preassigned values such that 
it is not representative of the entire population. In $2 relation- 
ships the only regression equation which is valid is that in which 
IV is the restricted variable. R relative to $2 relationships 
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measures the extent of correlation between DV and f(IV) over 
the restricted sample generated by IV (not over the population). 
Thus the statistician must use caution in analyzing the significance 
of R for $2 relationships. Also, as with all S and F relationships, 
R is a measure of how well the data group about f(.). 

Statistical Tests 

.th The i-• confidence interval for the l 
A i, is given as 

regression coefficient, 

+ * × STD(A.)) (Ai -$i-•/2 × STD(Ai),Am l-a/2 l 

where •i-•/2 is found from a one-tailed t table with N-J degrees of 
freedom. 

The i-• confidence interval for DV corresponding to a fixed 
value, IV is given as 

(DVEIv tl-e/2 × 
STD(DVEIv)' DVEiv + tl-•/2 × STD (DVEiv)) 

where tl_•/2is from a one-tailed t table with N-J degrees of free- 
dome, DVEIv = DVE corresponding to the chosen IV, and 

STD(DVEIv) 
= STD (DV-DVE) × Wl + L' x M x L 

where L' = (i, !V 
I 2 IV IV D) is the transpose of L, and 

M is the regression covariance matrix. 

The l-a confidence interval for DV where DV is the expected 
or average value of many experimental values of DV corresponding 
to a fixed vaiae, IV, is given as 

(DVEIv -•l-a/2 × STD(DVEIv)' DVEIv + •l-a/2 × STD(DVEIv)) 

where all terms are as defined in the previous paragraph except 
that 

STD(DVEiv )= STD(DV-DVE) × /L' x M x L. 

(Note that the I under -the radical is missing here •ince we have 
removed the intrinsic variability of DV by using DV. 

].3 



The l-e confidence band for the regression equati_o_n as a whole 
may be seen by plotting the two curves 

f+ (X) 
: DVE 

x + STD•(DV-DVE) × WJ x Fl_ 
a 

x X' xMx X 

f (X) 
= DVE 

x 
STD (DV-DVE)- × V•T 

× F I_• x X' xMx X 

where X varies over the range of interest in IV, 

freedom. 

X I X2 xD 
: I, X-, is .the transpose of •, and 

is found from an F table with J and N-J degrees of 

14 



EXAMPLE PROBLEM AND LSTSQR-I LISTING 

Virginia interstate highway data mreavailable on cards, 
Format (F2.0, 2X, FS.0, 2X, F$.0, IX, F4.0, 2X, F4.0, IX, F6.0), 
as Calendar Year, Million Vehicle Miles, Mean Speed, STD of Speed, 
Accidents, and Miles of Roadway. The analyses desired are Mean 
Speed vs. Calendar Year (linear); Accidents vs. Mean Speed 
(quadratic); and Accidents vs. STD of Speed (cubic). Figure i 
shows the inputs necessary to perform these analyses. Figure 2 
shows the results of the analyses. 

The remainder of this section contains a listing of LSTSQR-I 
written in FORTRAN IV for application on a CDC 6400 machine. 
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